Beyond the Project
We understand that having a trusted web partner for ongoing maintenance is essential and
needed with organizations like Town of Millville. For you to carry on the daily needs and
expectations of your organization, we are in the business of providing support and
maintenance to our clients to help support them. 


As we get closer to the launch of your refreshed website, we will begin the conversation and
make recommendations that will work best for Town of Millville to support you in your future.
Again, this will be a collaborative process as we base our recommendations primarily on
your organization's tactical plans and how to sustain that growth.

Support & Maintenance
Inclind provides muti service-level based support and maintenance contracts for our sites
and digital products. Under this model, Inclind invoices you for a flat fee per month,
guaranteed response times and optional add-ons that help maintain your site’s overall
health and performance, ensuring the best possible experience for users, site managers, and
search engines that visit your site. 


Our support offering includes break/fix work and enhancements to the supported product(s).
Our hourly rate for support work varies based on the seniority of the team members required
and on the project's needs or situation.


As the delivery day draws closer, we'll collaborate with you to define your needs and
determine an appropriate support level. We will guarantee our hourly rates for the first year
of support; the rate for additional terms will adhere to our then-current hourly rate.


We perform support and maintenance work under a Service Level Agreement (SLA) and are
happy to share the terms of our SLA with you separately if requested. We typically
recommend a minimum initial support & maintenance budget of $275 - $400 per/month.
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Web Hosting
Inclind is a PHP development agency that partners with companies of all sizes to provide
custom solutions. We believe in finding the right solution for each client, and our
independent approach is part of how we build strong relationships. Our partnerships and
expertise are based on our deep knowledge of PHP-based applications. We've been there
before, whether it's scaling for Monday Night Football advertising campaigns, Discovery
Channel TV shows, or unpredictable traffic/security considerations. We're committed to
helping our clients succeed, and we're always looking for new ways to add value. 


Inclind is proud to be named a Strategic Pantheon Partner. We have
been utilizing this award-winning service for many years due to its
agile workflows, scalable infrastructure, and lightning-fast content
delivery network. The unrivaled speed, enterprise security, customer
service, uptime, and scalability make Pantheon’s High-Performance
WebOps Platform a must-have when hosting a Drupal CMS Platform.

Finding the Right Recipe

Across Mutliple Platforms
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Professional References
We know it's one thing to tell you how we're a valuable, trusted web partner, but it's another to
hear from our customers. So please feel free to contact any of our references provided about
their journey and relationship with our team.

Laren MacMillan
Director of Brand Marketing
Laren.MacMillan@tidalhealth.org
https://www.tidalhealth.org/

Wendy Feliz
Director, Center for Inclusion & Belonging
WFeliz@immcouncil.org
https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/

Shawn Eaton
Director of Operations
shawn@eatonrealty.com
https://www.eatonrealty.com/

Eric Weber
Vice President of Technology
eweber@ustravel.org
https://www.ustravel.org/
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Our Experience

Since 1999, we have helped nonprofits, foundations, and education organizations in the midAtlantic define and improve their strategies, so they can better accomplish their missions.
Creating a compelling digital strategy, optimizing user engagement, helping clients evolve their
approaches to online communications, and otherwise expanding organizations' digital prospects
are all part of the Inclind experience. 


To give you an overall feel for the quality and scope of our work, we've included a snapshot of two
case studies along with pertinent references. In addition, we encourage you to explore a few
examples of our previous projects to learn more about our work, and if there's one that you would
like to chat about, let us know! 


View Our Work
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Travel Butler County (GetToTheBC)

Technology: Drupal 8, TWIG, SASS, Google Analytics, Migration, SimpleView
The Butler County Visitors Bureau, BCVB, is a destination marketing organization dedicated to
creating exceptional tourism experiences for visitors throughout Butler County. Established in
2007, the BCVB helps promote the county’s unique destinations through small meetings,
conferences, conventions, events, and attractions.

The Challenges

The marketing team at the Butler County Visitors Bureau (BCVB) works hard to promote this
Ohio county outside of Cincinnati as a tourism destination for food and drink events and
attractions. Still, their website was getting outdated, making their job more challenging.


So the team decided to make a move from Drupal 7 to Drupal 8 to gain more flexibility in
content management while getting a new front-facing design that is modern and mobileoptimized.

Our Solutions

Inclind migrated the content into the Drupal 8 platform and incorporated the following
features
¤ New Desig
 The project focused on creating a website that reflected modern tourism design trends
while improving the mobile user experience.
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User-Generated Conten
; BCVB's Instagram feed was incorporated to take advantage of visitor posts to allow the
user to tell the story(
New Events Calenda
; We created an interactive event calendar that was easy to navigate, filterable, and
adequately displayed repeating events, which their current website could not facilitate(
Drive Traffic and Engage Visitor
; The redesign focused on improving organic traffic and getting users to the right
content to lower bounce rates and increase sessions(
Better Content Contro
; Content management flexibility was priority one so BCVB could rotate seasonal
information, promote featured content, and show related content so visitors could
keep moving through the site without hitting dead-ends.


The result is a fresh design focused on big visuals, better mobile experiences, and more
customization options for content managers.


Visit the Website
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U.S. Travel Association

Technology: Drupal 7 & Drupal 8, Data Migration, 3rd Party Integration, Multi-Site
In 2010, The U.S. Travel Association needed a team of Drupal experts to create a consistent
solution across their association’s ten websites. Inclind created the required integration
between Drupal and netFORUM and continued to partner with them in a support and
advisory role. And most recently, we were asked to step in again to revamp its membership
management system through all ten sites.




The Challenges
Initially, the U.S. Travel Association wanted to establish a consistent Drupal-based platform
for their portfolio of websites. They sought deeper integration between their existing sites and
Abila’s netFORUM membership management software. But they needed a closer, more
customized connection to netFORUM – one that seamlessly integrated users, organizations,
products, and orders logging into www.ustravel.org. In addition, communication sometimes
became complicated within the size and scope of the marketing and IT teams and leaders
at the U.S. Travel Association. We also worked with a third party, Threespot, an interactive
agency out of D.C., which added another complexity to the project.

Our Solutions
Over the years, beyond the support role from our Inclind team, we formed a strong working
relationship with U.S. Travel’s existing marketing and IT teams to provide thorough integration
with netFORUM. As a result, the U.S. Travel Association is now the first organization to have a
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comprehensive partnership with NetFORUM for a more streamlined commerce experience
across multiple roles, including a store using Drupal on the front end of the development and
gateway access to commerce assets, such as purchasing subscriptions, renewals and more
on the back end using U.S. Travel data (members, those members’ organizations, their
products marketed, etc.).


Visit the Website
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We Know Real Estate & Properties!

Inclind has had the opportunity to work with various Real Estate & Property Management
Companies over the years, and we are very proud of our ability to provide Custom Solutions
to fit the needs of our Clients based on budget and overall size of the Agency.


These are a few examples of our work on these projects:

Eaton Realty (Visit the Website)

Gallo Realty (Visit the Website)
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We Know Staffing & Job Boards!

We know how important having a enthusiastic and talented staff is when it comes to growing
a successful company or agency. Inclind has developed Staffing & Job Board Solutions for a
number of clients over the years to ensure are partners can form a great team!


Here are a few projects we are especially proud of:

TidalHealth (Visit the Website)

The Xela Group (Visit the Website)
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